
 
Autumn InKart Championships – Junior Class 

18th December 2016 

 

Qualifying 

It’s a itterly old, foggy day in Daytona Manchester as we meet up for the Final Round of the InKart 

Junior Championship. 

We ha e a fa tasti  tur  out of spe tators o  the al o y a d e’re all eager to see how the 

Championship pans out! 

So as the drivers take to the karts we get set for qualifying. And it is not long until we are under way. 

The drivers are all quick to space themselves out which should offer up a clean session. Oliver Aloul 

is very quick to settle and is flying at the front setting an extremely fast pace. 

Matt Prior seems to be struggling to find his usual pace today but his times through the session are 

extremely consistent. 

Matthew Wright and Alex Bomberg are pushing hard and consistent, some good lines through the 

hairpins. 

Ioan Evans is also looking very comfortable and is dropping his times quickly. 

Alex Whipday and Alisha Palmowski are also lapping quickly and really settling down well. 

It’s only a short session so almost as quickly as it started it has finished. 

Into the final qualifying session and its much the same, Oliver Aloul is pushing hard and laying down 

a clear statement of intent.  

The field is nicely spaced again giving each driver the best opportunity to put their best lap time in. 

Some quick laps are posted early in the session and everybody is posting sub 34s times. The field 

have really improved over the season. 

With every driver pushing their karts 100% there is little drama down on track but the time board is 

where the action is. 

The times lap after lap keep dropping and the field is split by 0.9 seconds as we come to the end of 

the session, an amazing effort all round! 

 

Qualifying Results 

P1 Oliver Aloul  – 33.085  P5 Alex Bomberg  – 33.929 

P2 Alex Whipday – 33.417  P6 Matthew Wright  – 33.985 

P3 Alisha Palmowski – 33.532  P7 Matt Prior   – 35.200 Elim Q2 

P4 Ioan Evans  – 33.616   

 



 
Race 

So after a great qualifying session we get set for the race, the drivers settle into their karts and 

position themselves on the grid. 

As we go Green the engines roar and Matthew Wright Launches off the line and makes up a position 

into the first corner. What a great start. 

The front 3 hold their positions and streak away at quite a pace! This looks set to be quite a battle. 

Matthew Wright has shaken off a few of the cobwebs that hampered him in qualifying and is flying 

along in some clean air trying to chase down Ioan Evans. 

Matt Prior is pushing hard and his times start to drop as he finds his rhythm. 

Alex Bomberg, Matthew Wright and Ioan Evans have closed on each other but are driving 

respectfully and well, giving room in corners but keeping within overtaking distance. Nobody wants 

to make a mistake. 

Matthew Wright manages to pass Ioan Evans into the top hairpin as he seems to lose concentration 

for a second. Alex can’t quite sneak through as well but latches o to Ioa ’s u per. 

These 3 guys are nose to tail now which is amazing to watch, Alex will have in the back of his mind 

that if Alisha finishes 3rd he will need to pass both the drivers ahead to clinch 3rd in the 

championship. He is certainly giving it his best shot. 

The field seems to have settled down again now as we enter the final third of the race, the group of 

Wright, Evans and Bomberg seems to have broken apart again leaving everybody in space. 

This is devastating to see for Alex Bomberg as again he pushes hard to catch and pass Ioan Evans in 

the last 4 laps. Evans responds by giving it his all and defending wherever possible. There is nothing 

between the two drivers! 

Oliver Aloul has been in his own world from the start of this race and is reflected in his times.  He 

hits a 32:845, which is an astounding time; he closes in on the chequered flag with clean air and 

sensible driving from the drivers under the blue flags. 

Alex Whipday (who also posted an amazing 32:851) and Alisha Palmowski, close on the finish 

pushing hard, they managed to keep Oliver just in sight but ca ’t quite find the speed to catch him. 

Oliver Aloul crosses the line in First after what can only be described as a commanding drive! 

We look forward to seeing you all back in the New Year for some more great racing! 

RACE RESULTS 

P1 Oliver Aloul  32.845 (Fastest Lap) P5 Ioan Evans 

P2 Alex Whipday    P6 Alex Bomberg 

P3 Alisha Palmowski    P7 Matt Prior 

P4 Matthew Wright 


